
PASTES col lect ion



MOULDING MUDD
Modeling mud

HOLD
SHINE
VOL

We also like it matt… moulding mud to 
construct and define a matt style.
With guarana & organic extracts.
A mixture of “kaolin” mud and opacifying agents 
build up and cover the hair, making it opaque.
A mixture of beeswax hydrates the hair and 
mud gives optimal hold.
Emollient agents balance the hair shaft hydration.
Vitamin E acts as an anti-oxidant.
Solar filters protect the hair from sun rays.

Suggestions of use: apply a moderate quantity 
on dry hair and style as desired

75 ml

Pastes
Collection



MODELING WAX
Modeling wax 

HOLD
SHINE
VOL

The more you use it, the thicker it gets. 
Shining wax to enhance the styling details. 
Confers definition and shine. 
With guarana & organic extracts.
A mixture of polishing waxes (carnauba and 
beeswax) makes the hair bright, shiny and 
perfectly fixed.
Vitamin E acts as an anti-oxidant.

Suggestions of use: rub a small amount in your 
hands, warm it up and apply on clean, damp or 
dry hair, then style as desired

50 ml

SHAPING POMADE
Modelling paste

HOLD
SHINE
VOL

Builds, defines and manipulates exclusive 
volumes and textures. Play as much as you 
can, with or without your hands. 
With guarana & organic extracts.
High quality polymers create a film around 
the hair, giving strong hold and making the hair 
conditioned and elastic. 
Emollient and hydrating agents reduce the 
electrostatic effect on hair.

Suggestions of use: apply and work it on damp 
or dry hair, then style as desired

50 ml



STICKY PASTE
Sticky paste 

HOLD
SHINE
VOL

Rub and play… very versatile sticky paste 
that builds and models every hairstyle.
With guarana & organic extracts.
High-quality ingredients create a film around 
the hair and give it a stronger hold, making it 
conditioned and elastic.
Emollient and hydrating agents reduce the 
electrostatic effect on the hair.

Suggestions of use: take a small quantity of 
product, massage it in your hands and apply on 
wet or dry hair, then model.

75 ml

DEFINING AND SHINING WAX
defining shining 

and polishing wax

HOLD
SHINE
VOL

Illuminate, model and define your hair.
A shining, non-fat and hydrosoluble wax 
that protects your hair with filmogen 
agents and solar filters.
With guarana & organic extracts.
A revitalizing mix of fixing agents hydrates and 
protects the hair.
A water-base emulsion with a waxy touch adds 
shine and protects from sun rays, thanks to its 
solar filters.
Creates a sparkling look thanks to its natural 
mica particles.

Suggestions of use: apply on dry hair, then style.

75 ml



NO INHIBITION IS A BOLD LINE OF PRODUCTS THAT IS ALWAYS 
LOOKING FOR THE BEST TASTE AND CARE FOR DETAILS.
A COMPLETE LINE OF PASTES TO CREATE AND SCULPT YOUR HAIR.

5 PASTES to build and enhance the styling details and to give shine and definition.
A texture studied to manipulate shapes and create unique volumes. Every product 
contains the unique characteristics of guarana extract, which nourishes the hair with 
its refreshing and invigorating properties. The guarana extract also hydrates and 
strengthens the hair with every application.
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some like it stylish 




